### Before the Party

- Set up a display table with CARE Action materials
- Create a sign-up sheet so that you capture the names, emails and phone numbers of attendees

### During the Party

- Welcome your guests and provide an overview of CARE and why you are a CARE Action advocate
- Share why you are passionate about the elections and why you want to foster meaningful dialogue on the candidates
- Invite your researchers to present what they have learned and any reflections they have on the candidates they researched
- Lead discussion, ask questions, and act as a mediator
- Take pictures throughout the event and share on social media and tag @CAREActionNow with the hashtag #voteifyoucare. Remember to tag your guests!

### After the Party

- Keep the discussion going – continue to share information and thoughts about the election and the candidates, and help to foster an ongoing dialogue
- Let your regional advocacy coordinator know how things went – we’d love to hear about your party, any lessons learned, and how we can keep working together

---

CARE has a team of dedicated Regional Advocacy Coordinators (RACs) who are eager to hear from you. Your RAC can also provide strategic guidance and support throughout the process.

**West:** Jonathan Young – jonathan.young@care.org

**Midwest:** Katie Kraft – katie.kraft@care.org

**Northeast:** Savannah Fox – savannah.fox@care.org

**Southeast:** Whitney Griggs – whitney.griggs@care.org

**Texas:** Mimi Lee – mimi.lee@care.org